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Abstract 

     Shale reservoir exploitation using multiple stage hydraulically 

fractured horizontal wells has proved the existence of considerable amount of oil 

and gas reserves throughout the world. Forecasts of future production from 

these reservoirs based on the fracture stimulation parameters and reservoir 

properties has led to a better understanding of the duration of important flow 

regimes and parameters used in production forecasting models. The decline 

curve analysis considered in the study is a combination of the traditional Arps 

and Stretched Exponential production decline models designed to fit the 

forecasts for individual flow regime production data.  

Simulations using identical reservoir properties but different fracture 

completion parameters were analyzed and fit to decline models. The parameters 

considered in our study are fracture half-length, fracture spacing, stimulated 

reservoir volume permeability and matrix permeability.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

This thesis is composed of studies related to three topics: (1) Sensitivity 

analysis of fracture completion variables in production profiles; (2) analysis 

of the variation of decline curve parameters in boundary dominated flow 

regimes and (3) comparison of depth of investigation estimated from 

theoretical equations with estimates from diagnostic plots to yield the time 

to start to boundary dominated flow. Our plan is to describe the status of 

shale oil production in the United States, stimulation techniques used to 

produce hydrocarbons at economically viable rates, decline curve analysis 

techniques and depth of investigation equations in Chapter 1 and then 

discuss simulation input variables and the results of our analysis in later 

chapters.  

1.2 Unconventional resources 

Unconventional or non-traditional reservoirs are defined as the 

reservoirs that cannot be produced at economic flow rates without large 

external stimulation techniques or other special recovery technologies. 

Unconventional resources (UCR) consist of oil and gas extracted from shales 
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and coal, bitumen from oil sands and gas from hydrates. UCR yield the 

same type of final product as that of conventional resources, regardless of 

the extraction technology.  

The resource triangle approach helps us understand that oil and gas 

resources, especially UCR are extensive. Markets always balance global 

supply and demand; however, UCR need higher pricing and new 

technologies. Figure 1 illustrates that conventional resources represent a 

relatively small volume of the total reserves but are less expensive to 

produce. Unconventional resources depicted by the lower part of the 

triangle tend to occur in substantially higher volumes but require expensive 

technologies and higher prices to be economically viable. 
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Shale plays have led to the second biggest oil boom in history. Shale oil 

and gas production in North America have seen a tremendous rise due to 

the advent of multiple stage long hydraulic fractures in the last decade. 

Figure 2 shows the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates 

for crude oil production in the US in the current century. The steep increase 

in production from the mid-2000’s is mainly due to production from shale 

oil reserves. It is estimated that shale oil production might become larger 

than traditional oil production after the mid-2020’s. There has been a 13% 

increase in oil production in US in the last 10 years. According to the US 

energy consultancy PIRA, the United States has overtaken Saudi Arabia and 

Russia to become the world’s biggest oil producer. 

 

Figure 2. US field production of crude oil. 
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Figure 3 shows the EIA estimates for dry natural gas production in the 

US; and it indicates that production has increased exponentially in the past 

decade. There has been a 27% increase in oil production in US in the last 10 

years. As a result, the United States is set to overtake Russia as the leading 

natural gas producer in the world.  

 

Figure 3. US field production of dry natural gas. 
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on forecasts of oil and gas production in these horizontal wells which, in 

turn, depend on the fracture completion parameters of these wells. Our 

study involves examining the effect of these completion parameters on the 

parameters in the production decline models. 

1.3 Production techniques in shale plays 

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of shale plays in United States (EIA 

2011).  Characterizing these shale plays can be challenging as the rock 

properties vary significantly from one shale play to another. Formations in 

each shale play are found to be unique; also their mechanical anisotropy is 

different due to organized distribution of clay minerals. The common 

unifying factors in all the shale plays are the low reservoir/matrix 

permeabilities of the order of 1x 10-4 md and porosities between 3 to 6 

percent.  Due to such low permeability, recovery factors from traditional 

vertical wells are not economic and wells require special stimulation 

techniques. 

Horizontal wells with multiple hydraulic fractures penetrating deep 

laterally into the reservoir would provide a much higher effective 

permeability in the region affected by fractures. The region penetrated by 

the hydraulic fractures is called the Stimulated Reservoir Volume (SRV), 
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and with the effective permeability in the matrix appears to be one or two 

orders higher than the unstimulated matrix permeability, perhaps due to 

reopening of closed natural fractures and creation of new micro-fractures. 

This SRV effective permeability does not include the permeability of the 

hydraulic fractures. Figure 5 depicts a typical multi-fractured horizontal 

well.  

 

Figure 4. Distribution of Shale Plays in United States (EIA 2011).  

A large volume of water with proppant (e.g., sand) is pumped into the 

reservoir at high rates and pressure, breaking and opening the reservoir 

rock then extending the fractures deep into the reservoir.  This creates 

conduits of high conductivity and variable size to produce oil and gas. 
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Study of the effects of these multiple hydraulic fractures on long term 

production is essential in designing, planning and constructing the 

horizontal well, completing the well and fracturing the reservoir.   

 

Figure 5. A typical multi-stage hydraulic fracture. 

1.4 Decline Curve Analysis 

Decline curve analysis has been among the most common and accepted 

methods to forecast production and estimate reserves in traditional resource 

plays. Decline curves extrapolate the historical production data into the 

future by means of algorithms constructed using observed rate of decline in 

production. The forecast generated by the decline curve is used to make the 

Hydraulic Fractures 

Horizontal Well 
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key investment decisions in current wells and for wells considered to be 

analogues to the current well.  

Traditional decline curves fail, however, to generate accurate production 

forecasts in shale plays due to difference in lengths of flow regimes. In shale 

reservoir production, transient flow can extend up to 15-20 years until 

interference between adjacent hydraulic fractures is observed. After 

transient flow ends with fracture interference, the boundary-dominated 

flow (BDF) regime prevails. Decline methods involving initial transient flow 

followed by BDF are useful in these cases, and have been included in this 

study.  

1.5 Depth of Investigation Equations 

Depths of investigation calculations are helpful to describe durations of 

flow regimes in both conventional and unconventional reservoirs. By 

characterizing flow regimes for multistage hydraulic fracture systems, we 

can optimize the fracture stages. Lee (1982) introduced the concept of radius 

of investigation and Kang et al. (2011) provides depth of investigation 

equations to find the time to BDF. The application of these equations along 

with the study of behavior of the BDF regime should lead to better long-

term production forecasts in the industry.  
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1.6 Objective of the study 

The objective of this study is to determine parameters in production 

decline models useful in ultra-low permeability reservoirs producing from 

horizontal wells with multi-stage hydraulic fractures. 
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Chapter 2 

Decline Curve Analysis 

The term “Decline Curve Analysis” (DCA) is used in the petroleum 

industry to describe graphical projection of the flow rate decline trend of a well 

into the future and from that projection, estimation of the remaining well life 

(Hughes, 1967).  This is the most common means of forecasting production and 

estimating the value of oil and gas wells. Traditional decline curve analysis 

considers particular cases of production decline in wells producing with 

constant bottom-hole pressure which implies continuous drop of production 

rate with time.  

The major assumptions in most common DCA model Arps are: (1) 

Constant BHP production, (2) Boundary-dominated flow; and (3) constant 

productivity index. Decline curve analysis is normally done by extrapolation of 

a performance trend using a certain function based on the type of reservoir. The 

function considered has to be a continuous function of the independent 

variable, time. The extrapolation to a specified endpoint should yield an 

estimate of the ultimate recovery.  

Other decline models have been introduced in recent years and include; 

Stretched Exponential Production Decline (SEPD), Power Law Production 
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Decline and Duong Production Decline models, all of which are primarily for 

transient flow. In our study we have considered a combination of Arps and 

SEPD models.  

2.1 Arps Decline Model 

Arps, J J reported this decline model in 1945; it is often considered to be 

the beginning of modern decline curve analysis. The work led to 

formulation of three variations of the model: exponential, hyperbolic and 

harmonic rate decline relations. The simplicity and consistency of this 

approach led it to become the benchmark for analysis and interpretation of 

production data in the industry.  

The Arps rate relations are 

Case Relation  

Exponential Decline (b = 0) 𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑖 exp(−𝐷𝑖𝑡), (2.1) 

Hyperbolic Decline (0 < b < 1) 𝑞𝑡 =
𝑞𝑖

(1+𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑡)
1
𝑏

 , and (2.2) 

Harmonic Decline (b = 1) 𝑞𝑡 =
𝑞𝑖

(1 + 𝑏𝑡)
. (2.3) 

The Arps cumulative production relations are: 

Case Relation  

Exponential Decline (b = 0) 𝑁𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑞𝑖

𝐷𝑖
[1 − exp(−𝐷𝑖𝑡)],  (2.4) 
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Hyperbolic Decline (0 < b < 1) 𝑁𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑞𝑖

(1−𝑏)𝐷𝑖
[1 − (1 + 𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑡)1−1/𝑏], and (2.5) 

Harmonic Decline (b = 1) 𝑁𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑞𝑖

𝐷𝑖
ln(1 + 𝐷𝑖𝑡). (2.6) 

These relations accurately predict the production decline in traditional 

or conventional resource plays since the flow is primarily BDF which occurs 

after the radius of drainage has reached the outer boundaries and the well is 

draining a constant reservoir volume. The relations limit b to a value equal 

or less than 1 which is appropriate for analysis of BDF declines. However, in 

multi-stage hydraulic fractured reservoirs, long-duration transient flow 

behavior results in apparent values of b higher than 1 (even up to 2.5 or 

more) which alters forecasted decline patterns of production rates. The Arps 

equations may fail to provide accurate forecasts of shale oil produced from 

hydraulic fractures. 

2.2 Fetkovich Type Curves 

Fetkovich (1980) introduced type-curve matching of production data for 

a well, produced at a constant bottom-hole pressure. Fetkovich generated 

type curves for the transient flow decline using analytical solutions for 

radial drainage systems and combined them with the boundary dominated 

flow decline type curves based on the Arps equations. 
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Figure 6 illustrates Fetkovich type-curve, the vertical axis represents 

dimensionless decline rate, qdD and the horizontal axis represents 

dimensionless decline time, tdD.  

 

Figure 6 Log-log plot of qdD vs. tdD (best interpreted as  𝐪 (𝒑𝒊 − 𝒑𝒘𝒇)⁄  𝐯𝐬. 𝒕 for field data) 

indicating the characteristic influence of boundary-dominated flow [Chen and 

Teufel (2000)].   

All curves on the right are concave downward, whereas data in transient 

flow (on the left) will be concave upward (radial flow) or straight (linear or 

bilinear flow). The transient linear flow regime is characterized by an Arps 

decline constant, b, of 2.0. Bilinear flow would fall on a straight line with b = 

4.0. The early time curves are based on analytical solutions to flow 

equations for transient radial and linear flow, stated in terms of Fetkovich’s 

definitions of dimensionless rates and times: 
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𝑞𝑑𝐷 = 𝑞𝐷 [ln (
𝑟𝑒

𝑟𝑤
) −

1

2
] and (2.7) 

𝑡𝑑𝐷 =
𝑡𝐷

1

2
[(

𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤

)
2

−1][ln(
𝑟𝑒
𝑟𝑤

)−
1

2
]
 ,  

(2.8) 

where,  

𝑞𝐷 =
141.2 𝐵µ

𝑘ℎ(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑤𝑓)
 𝑎𝑛𝑑  

𝑡𝐷 =
0.00633𝑘

∅𝜇𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑤𝑎
2 𝑡. 

The late time behavior curves are based on Arps’ decline models and 

Fetkovich’s definitions of dimensionless rates and times in terms of Arps 

parameter can be expressed as 

𝑞𝐷𝑑𝐷 =
𝑞(𝑡)

𝑞𝑖
, and (2.9) 

𝑡𝐷𝑑𝐷 = 𝐷𝑖𝑡 , (2.10) 

where,  

𝑞𝑡 =
𝑞𝑖

(1+𝑏𝐷𝑖𝑡)
1
𝑏

. 

The relation between qt and t is the Arps hyperbolic decline equation. 

2.3 Stretched Exponential Production Decline Analysis 

Valko (Valko, 2009) proposed Stretched Exponential Production Decline 

analysis to account for transient production decline, common in low 

permeability reservoirs for long times (months or years). The model states 
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that the actual production decline is determined by exponential decay of 

reservoir fluid rates with a continuous distribution of decay parameters, τ.  

The SEPD relations are 

Case Relation  

Production Rate 𝑞𝑡 = 𝑞𝑖 exp (− (
𝑡

𝜏
)

𝜂

) and (2.11) 

Cumulative Production 𝑁𝑝 =
𝑞𝑖𝜏

𝜂
{𝛤 (

1

𝜂
) − 𝛤 (

1

𝜂
, (

𝑡

𝜏
)

𝜂

 )}. (2.12) 

The distribution is governed by (η, τ) (Valko and Lee, 2010).The 

parameter η plays the role of b in the Arps equations. The determination of 

these parameters involves solving two nonlinear equations. The ratios of 

second year cumulative flow to the first year cumulative flow and the third 

year cumulative flow to the first year cumulative flow are used in the 

calculations. 

𝑟21 =
𝑁𝑝,𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑁𝑝,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 and 

(2.13) 

𝑟31 =
𝑁𝑝,𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑁𝑝,𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
. (2.14) 

Using the cumulative production relations the above relations can be 

represented by 

𝛤(
1

𝜂
)−𝛤(

1

𝜂
,(

24

𝜏
)

𝜂
 )

𝛤(
1

𝜂
)−𝛤(

1

𝜂
,(

12

𝜏
)

𝜂
 )

= 𝑟21 and (2.13) 
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𝛤(
1

𝜂
)−𝛤(

1

𝜂
,(

36

𝜏
)

𝜂
 )

𝛤(
1

𝜂
)−𝛤(

1

𝜂
,(

12

𝜏
)

𝜂
 )

= 𝑟31. (2.14) 

In contrast to Arps, SEPD predicts realistic results for unconventional 

(tight) reservoirs since the exponential decay leads to steep production 

declines and also closely follows analytical solutions for lower permeability 

and longer transition flows. Also the EUR forecasted using b values higher 

than 1 can be infinitely large whereas the late time behavior of SEPD is 

comparable to observed behavior in unconventional reservoirs and EUR is 

bounded.  

2.4 Composite Model 

The need to develop more accurate production decline models satisfying 

analytical solutions and providing accurate results led us to take Fetkovich’s 

approach of different systems for transient and boundary dominated flow 

regimes. We used SEPD for the transient flow regime and Arps equations 

for the BDF regimes. The switch between the SEPD and Arps model is made 

at the onset of BDF which is identified using either depth of investigation 

calculations or various diagnostic plots discussed in the next chapter. 

The issue here is to generate a continuous decline curve unlike the case 

of Fetkovich type curves. To maintain the continuity the rates and the slopes 

of the curves need to be same at the switch, tsw. The rate, qsw, at the end of 
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transient flow becomes qi in the Arps hyperbolic model; the decline rate, Dsw, 

at the end of transient flow becomes Di in the Arps decline model, and 

elapsed time in the Arps model becomes (t - tsw). In this way, the value and 

the slope of the rate-time curve is preserved (Nobakht, et al., 2010). The b 

value is generated by finding a best-fit to rate-time data on the Fetkovich 

type curves.  
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Chapter 3 

Depth of Investigation Equations and Techniques 

Multi-stage hydraulic fractures in shale reservoirs exhibit long transient 

flow. There are many techniques available in the industry to identify the flow 

regime and generate the time at which the shift occurs from linear flow to 

boundary dominated flow. These techniques can be classified as “pressure 

transient analysis” and “rate transient analysis.” In this chapter we discuss rate 

transient analysis techniques and the depth of investigation equations used in 

our study. 

3.1 Depth of Investigation Equations 

Depth of investigation equations give the distance away from a well or 

hydraulic fracture at which the presence of the fracture is felt; i.e., at that 

particular instant the reservoir fluid at that distance first starts to move 

towards the well or fracture. These equations have been derived for various 

scenarios such as a vertical well with radial flow towards the well and a 

horizontal well with fractures. The modelling equation for each scenario is 

different.   The objective in our study is to identify the time of onset of 

boundary dominated flow either by reaching the unstimulated reservoir 
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area or by interference from adjacent fractures. The time to boundary 

dominated flow (Kang, et al., 2011) is given by 

𝑡𝑏𝑑𝑓 =
1896(∅𝜇𝑐𝑡)𝑖𝑑𝑏

2

𝑘
. (3.1) 

The time to boundary dominated flow is dependent on both the 

reservoir properties and fracture completion properties. The distance used 

in the equation can be the fracture spacing or the distance from the well to 

its drainage boundary depending on which boundary is first considered to 

be encountered. We believe that fracture interference will occur before flow 

from the unstimulated region commences.   

3.2 Material Balance Time Diagnostic Plot 

A log-log plot of rate vs. material balance time provides the potentially 

most reliable insight into flow regimes encountered during production 

history. Material balance time is calculated using cumulative production 

and the production rates given by 

𝑀𝐵𝑇 =
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
. (3.2) 

As shown in Figure 7 the flow regimes are represented by straight lines 

in the log-log plots. Half slope line represents the linear flow regime, 

quarter slope line represents bilinear flow regime and the unit slope line 

represents boundary dominated flow. In multi-stage fractures there is a 
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chance to have bilinear flow initially for a short period of time followed by a 

long linear flow and maybe end with boundary dominated flows.  

The time to boundary dominated flow is calculated when the slope of 

the production profile switches to unit slope. The time calculation however 

is based on individual perception of identification of unit slope and the 

results may vary by several months from person to person. We calculated 

the time to BDF by calculating and analyzing the log slope of the material 

balance time plot. In most cases the time to BDF was calculated when the 

slope approached a value of -0.9 and in cases where a value of -0.9 was not 

reached, the point where the slope approached -0.85 was selected as the 

time to BDF. 

 

Figure 7. Material balance time analysis. 
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 ½ Slope 

 Unit Slope 
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3.3 Square-Root-of-Time Diagnostic Plot 

A plot of rate-normalized pressure vs. square-root of time also enables 

us to study the flow regimes based on production history. As shown in 

Figure 8 the initial straight line represents linear flow and the later straight 

line represents the BDF. The time to BDF can be calculated at the deviation 

from the initial straight line. 

 

Figure 8 Square-root of time analysis. 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical Simulation 

Reservoir, reservoir fluid and completion parameters consistent with the 

Bakken field were used in the numerical simulation model of this study. The 

model input parameters and simulation cases are described in this chapter. 

4.1 Bakken Formation 

Bakken shale is the one of the largest oil reservoirs in the United States. 

It is estimated to have 200 billion barrels of oil in place (Flannery 2006). It 

stretches across North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana. The Bakken 

shale play was discovered in 1980 but development has been slow and was 

mostly ignored due to the low permeability of the reservoir. The formation 

is mostly over pressured, and over-pressuring may have led to the creation 

of natural fractures within the formation. Figure 9 shows the distribution of 

Oil and Natural Gas wells in the Bakken formation, western part of North 

Dakota (DrillingInfo, 2013).  

The formation thickness ranges from 0-140 ft with the central section 

being the thickest. The upper and lower members act as source rock and 

have permeabilities ranging from 10-100 nano Darcies (Tran 2011). The 

reservoir fluid is categorized as light oil (420 API) and sweet oil due to 
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absence of H2S (Philips 2007).  The viscosity is about 0.36 cp. The initial 

water saturation varies from 30 to 60% (Cox 2008).  

 

Figure 9. Distribution of oil and natural gas wells in the Bakken formation, western part of North     

Dakota, DrillingInfo, 2013.  

4.2 Reservoir Model  

As discussed in the previous chapter unconventional shale oil and gas 

reservoirs require multi-stage fractures in a horizontal well. Figure 10 is 

schematic of a typical well in a shale reservoir. The white colored region is 

the Stimulated Reservoir Volume (SRV), the green zone is the unstimulated 

reservoir and the yellow planes are the hydraulic fractures.  Reservoir 

Properties, PVT properties and completions parameters used for the 

mother simulation are presented in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 

respectively.  

 Oil Wells 

 Gas Wells 
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The Fekete Harmony composite based numerical model was used. The 

underlying assumption of the analytical models for production data analysis is 

single-phase flow in the reservoir (Fekete Harmony 2013 v2). In order to 

accommodate multiple flowing phases, the model must be able to handle 

changing fluid saturations and relative permeabilities. Since these phenomena 

are highly non-linear, analytical solutions are very difficult to obtain and use. 

Thus, numerical models are generally used to provide solutions for the 

multiphase flow problem. The numerical engine used in the software is based 

on a general purpose black-oil simulator. Numerical models can be created 

with less simplifying assumptions for reservoir properties than analytical 

models. The reservoir heterogeneity, mass transfer between phases, and the 

flow mechanisms can be incorporated rigorously. 

Numerical models solve the nonlinear partial-differential equations 

(PDE’s) describing fluid flow through porous media with numerical methods. 

Numerical methods are the process of discretizing the PDE’s into algebraic 

equations and solving those algebraic equations to obtain the solutions. These 

solutions that represent the reservoir behavior are the values of pressure and 

phase saturation at discrete points in the reservoir and at discrete times. 
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The advantage of the numerical method approach is that the reservoir 

heterogeneity, mass transfer between phases, and forces/mechanisms 

responsible for flow can be taken into consideration adequately. For instance, 

multiphase flow, capillary and gravity forces, spatial variations of rock 

properties, fluid properties, and relative permeability characteristics can be 

represented accurately in a numerical model.  

 
Figure 10. Numerical simulation schematic of SRV and unstimulated regions. 

In general, analytical methods provide exact solutions to simplified 

problems, while numerical methods yield approximate solutions to the exact 

problems. One consequence of this is that the level of detail and time required 
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to define a numerical model is more than its equivalent analytical model. The 

composite analytical model allows one to investigate the extent of the 

contribution from the unstimulated matrix region (Thompson 2011). 

Table 1. Reservoir properties for base simulation. 

Property Value 

Reservoir pressure 5250 psi 

Reservoir temperature 2450F 

Thickness 50 ft 

Porosity 6% 

SRV permeability 0.001 md 

Matrix permeability 0.0001 md 

Total compressibility 1.45*10-5 psia-1 

 

Table 2. PVT properties for base simulation. 

Property Value 

Oil saturation  62% 

Oil viscosity 0.36 cp  

0API 420 

Oil density 39.8 lb/ft3 

Oil compressibility 1.17*10-5 psia-1 
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Table 3. Completion parameter for base simulation 

 Property Value 

Horizontal well length 3500 ft 

Fracture half-length 650 ft 

Reservoir width 2640 ft 

Dimensionless fracture conductivity 300  

Number of fractures 25 

Fracture spacing 140 ft 

Wellbore radius 0.35 

 

4.3 Simulation Results 

The above model was used to simulate a typical Bakken well using 

Fekete Harmony (v2 2013); Figure 8 shows the pressure variation in the 

reservoir at 300 months. The well was produced with a bottom-hole 

pressure of 1000 psi. Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the pressure 

distribution in the reservoir through the production life of the well. The 

initial flow is perpendicular to the fracture orientation and the flow inside 

the fracture contributes to bilinear flow regime conditions in many 

situations. This regime usually has a very short life span.  
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Figure 11. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 3 months of production 

 

 
Figure 12. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 6 months of production 

 

The initial pressure distribution after 3 months of production shows that 

production occurs essentially along the fracture alone. After 6 months of 

production pressure decline begins to spread throughout the SRV. The 

pressure distribution throughout the SRV is still not uniform.  
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Figure 13. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 12 months of production 

                               

 
Figure 14. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 84 months of production 

The pressure distribution reaches uniformity in the SRV after 12 months 

of production and no production from the unstimulated region is observed. 

The flow from the unstimulated region begins after 84 months of 

production and the change in flow regime will be visible in RTA. 
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Figure 15. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 134 months of production 

 

Figure 16. Pressure distribution in the reservoir after 300 months of production 

The production from the unstimulated region is low as the pressure 

change has not probed significantly into this zone after 134 months of 

production. After 300 months of production, it is evident that only a small 

region of the unstimulated region is producing and that the SRV region has 

been significantly depleted. The following plots show the results of the 
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simulation. Figure 17 shows the production profile and Figure 18 shows the 

pressure decline in the reservoir.  

 

Figure 17. Simulation results of base model: production profile and cumulative production plots versus 
time in months 

 

The diagnostic plots for the simulation are presented in the following 

figures. Figure 19 and Figure 20 show Material Balance Time plot and 

Square-root of time respectively.  The time to BDF is about 84 months from 

the diagnostic plots and 96 months from the depth of investigation 

equations. The switch from SEPD to Arps model is done at 84 months as 

shown in figure. Table shows the SEPD and Arps parameters used in the 
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example. Figure 21 shows the production forecast using the composite 

model and Table 4 shows the decline curve parameters for each section. 

 

Figure 18. Simulation results of base model: average reservoir pressure decline with time 

 

Figure 19. Material balance time analysis plot for the simulation results of base model 
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Figure 20. Square-root time analysis plot for the simulation results of base model 

 

 

Figure 21. Production forecast using composite model for the base simulation results 
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Table 4. Decline model parameters for production forecast using the composite model 

SEPD parameter 

η qi (STB/d) τ (months) 

0.25 1725 0.27 

Switched from SEPD to Arps at 

82.5 months 

Arps Parameters 

Di (months-1)  qi (STB/d) b 

0.012 71.5 0.1 

 

We ran multiple simulations in which we changed the fracture 

completion parameters and reservoir permeability to develop a more 

complete understanding of sensitivity of EUR to these variables and 

sensitivity of Arps parameters to these parameters.  
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Chapter 5 

Sensitivity Analysis of Parameters Affecting Production 

Performance  

Recovery of reservoir fluids from shale resource plays depends on the 

fracture completion parameters and the Stimulated Reservoir Volume 

permeability generated by the fractures. The parameters discussed in this 

chapter are fracture half-length, fracture spacing, SRV permeability and matrix 

permeability. 

5.1 Fracture Half-length 

The fracture half-length is the most important parameter as the deeper 

the penetration into the reservoir, the larger the stimulated reservoir 

volume will be. In our study we chose a reservoir half-length of 1320 ft and 

we used fracture half-lengths of 300, 500, 650, 850 and 1000 ft to study the 

production performance. Figures 22 and 23 show the production profile and 

average reservoir pressure decline.  As seen in the plots ultimate recovery is 

related directly to fracture half-length. Longer fractures yield better 

production. However, the characteristics of BDF vary with the penetration 

into the reservoir as depicted by Figure 24. 
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Figure 22. Fracture length sensitivity: production profile and cumulative production plots versus time in months. 

 

 

Figure 23. Fracture length sensitivity: average reservoir pressure decline with time. 
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Figure 24. Fracture length sensitivity: Arps b parameter for the BDF regime. 

 

At penetration ratios above 0.6 the behavior is noticed to be similar, with 

a b value of 0.1; the lower penetration ratios show an exponential increase in 

b values. All the b values came from matching the Fetkovich type curve and 

the b values are generated only to the nearest 0.1 at best.  

5.2 Fracture Spacing 

Designing the fracture spacing program is an important aspect for a 

completion engineer. It is difficult to determine the optimum spacing in the 

reservoir and it requires reservoir modeling and other financial 

considerations. In our study we have used spacing between the fractures 
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from 70 ft to 300 ft. The production profiles and pressure declines are shown 

in Figure 25 and Figure 26 respectively. 

 

Figure 25. Fracture spacing sensitivity: production profile and cumulative production plots versus time in months. 

The plots indicate that fracture spacing has a large impact on the 

ultimate recovery and the production profile. Closer spacing results in 

higher initial production but ultimately leads to about the same ultimate 

recovery. A better method for decision making would be to consider the net 

present value approach. Closer spacing requires more fracture stages and 

will have higher initial costs. Figure 28 shows the behavior of the Arps 

parameter b for the BDF. There are only two visible values because of the 
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graphical method used to estimate b (curve matching on the Fetkovic type 

curve) as shown in figures 27 and 29. 

 

Figure 26. Fracture spacing sensitivity: average reservoir pressure decline with time. 

Figure 27. Fetkovich type curve analysis for simulated dataset. 
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Figure 28. Fracture spacing sensitivity: Arps b parameter for the BDF regime. 

 

 
Figure 29. Fetkovich type curve analysis for simulated dataset. 
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5.3 SRV Permeability  

We considered reservoirs with SRV permeability of 0.00001 mD, 0.0005 

mD, 0.001 mD, 0.005 mD and 0.01 mD. The production profiles and average 

reservoir pressures of the simulation results are given in Figures 30 and 31. 

Change in permeability in this region can be attributed to the opening of 

closed natural fractures and change in stresses across the stimulated region. 

 

Figure 30. SRV permeability sensitivity: production profile and cumulative production plots versus time in 

months. 

Figure 32 shows the Arps parameter b behavior. The b parameter tends 

to be in the range of 0.2 and 0.4 and the accuracy of this determination is 

limited by the accuracy of determining b graphically from a match on the 

Fetkovic type curve. 
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Figure 31. SRV permeability sensitivity: Average reservoir pressure plots versus time in months. 

 

Figure 32. SRV permeability sensitivity: Arps b parameter for the BDF regime. 
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5.4 Unstimulated Matrix Permeability  

As already discussed, the matrix permeability is very low in shale 

reservoirs. The unstimulated zone permeability is not expected to affect the 

production profile to a large extent. We used matrix permeability values of 

0.00001 mD, 0.0001 mD, 0.0005 mD and 0.001 mD for our simulations. The 

production profiles and average reservoir pressures of the simulation results 

are given in Figure 33 and Figure 34. Despite the fact that the permeability in 

the unstimulated region has only a slight effect on recovery, it has a significant 

impact on the Arps b factor during BDF, as figure 35 shows. 

 

Figure 33. Unstimulated matrix permeability sensitivity: production profile and cumulative production plots 

versus time in months. 
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Figure 34. Unstimulated matrix permeability sensitivity: Average reservoir pressure plots versus time in months. 

 

 

Figure 35. Unstimulated matrix permeability sensitivity: Arps b parameter for the BDF regime. 
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5.5 Comparative study of time to boundary dominated flow  

As discussed in Chapter 3, the time to BDF can be calculated using depth 

of investigation equations and also estimating from the diagnostic plots. A 

comparative study of the results from these determinations is provided in 

Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 and Figures 36, 37, 38 and 39. 

Table 5. Comparative study of time to boundary dominated flow from depth of investigation equations 

and diagnostic plots for sensitivity to fracture half-length. 

End of linear flow equations for sensitivity to fracture half-length 

Fracture Half-length 

(ft) 

Time from 

diagnostic plot 

(months) 

Time from depth of 

investigation equations 

(months) 

300 180 97 

500 97 97 

650 84 97 

850 83 97 

1000 85 97 

1200 71 97 

 

 

Figure 36. Fracture length sensitivity, time to BDF 
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Table 6. Comparative study of time to boundary dominated flow from depth of investigation equations 

and diagnostic plots for sensitivity to fracture spacing. 

End of linear flow equations for sensitivity to fracture spacing 

Fracture Spacing (ft) 

Time from 

diagnostic plot 

(months) 

Time from depth of 

investigation equations 

(months) 

70 74 51 

100 93 97 

140 84 97 

206 150 210 

292 370 415 

 

Table 7. Comparative study of time to boundary dominated flow from depth of investigation equations 

and diagnostic plots for sensitivity to unstimulated matrix permeability. 

End of linear flow equations for sensitivity to unstimulated matrix 

permeability 

Unstimulated 

matrix permeability 

(mD) 

Time from 

diagnostic plot 

(months) 

Time from depth of 

investigation equations 

(months) 

0.00001 93 97 

0.0001 84 97 

0.0005 93 97 

0.001 93 97 

 

Table 8. Comparative study of time to boundary dominated flow from depth of investigation equations 

and diagnostic plots for sensitivity to SRV permeability. 

End of linear flow equations for sensitivity to SRV 

permeability 

SRV permeability 

(mD) 

Time from 

diagnostic plot 

(months) 

Time from depth of 

investigation equations 

(months) 

0.0001 930 970 

0.0005 166 194 

0.001 84 97 

0.005 35 20 
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Figure 37. Fracture spacing sensitivity, time to BDF 

 

 

Figure 38. Unstimulated matrix permeability sensitivity, time to BDF 
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sensitivity to fracture half-length the results are not comparable to those 

estimated from the diagnostic plots. For shorter fractures, flow from beyond 

the ends of fractures is likely to be more important at earlier times, before 

fracture interference occurs.  

 

Figure 39. SRV permeability sensitivity, time to BDF 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

Based on this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

a. Appropriate decline models for production forecasting can be a 

combination of a linear flow model during transient flow, followed 

by a conventional Arps model during BDF. 

b. Arps model with a b value in the range of 1.2 and 2.5 for all flow 

regimes is not reliable to provide the production forecast of shale 

liquids. 

c. Time to BDF can be estimated reasonably accurately in advance 

using depth of investigation equations to determine time to fracture 

interference except in cases of short fractures accompanied by flow 

from the unstimulated matrix into the SRV. 

d. The Arps decline parameter during BDF is influenced by hydraulic 

fracture spacing, fracture length, effective matrix permeability within 

the SRV, and unstimulated matrix permeability. Industrial use of 

switching to an Arps model with b value of zero during BDF 

provides inaccurate solutions.   
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In practice teams from reservoir engineering and production 

engineering departments should perform similar systematic studies on 

particular fields to determine the degree of change in Arps decline parameter. 

A detailed study would also provide the influence of the completion 

parameters on the production performance and the EUR.   

A procedure for forecasting reserves using this study can be developed. 

For example, in situations with longer fractures and known fracture spacing, 

SRV permeability and unstimulated matrix permeability the time to BDF can be 

calculated using depth of investigation equations and based on the 

unstimulated matrix permeability sensitivity, a value for the Arps b parameter 

can be selected.  
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